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INTRODUCTION
This submission is made by the Victorian Transport Action Group (VTAG), an independent forum of
transport experts that meets monthly to discuss the challenges facing transport in Victoria.
The members have a range of expertise across transport, planning, State and Local Government, IT
and the environment. This includes past employment with the Department of Transport, VicRoads
and various other relevant Government Agencies.
VTAG has an extensive network of connections in local government, planning and public transport
that it can access for insights into the complexity of transport issues and provide options for
equitable, practical solutions.
VTAG believes there is an imbalance in the funding for roads compared to public transport. The
repeated reference to “congestion busting” by politicians is a flawed and highly misleading
concept. There is no way to “build your way out of congestion” by simply adding road space.
Members are familiar with the challenges of developing and implementing transport plans across
all transport modes and understand the difference between blue sky ideas and the reality of
funding, political interest and community support.
We are particularly conscious that limits on funding necessitate placing priorities on projects; and
that in turn leads to communities competing to achieve outcomes that satisfy their needs.
The Busway is an integral part of the North East Link

The commitment to deliver a high standard Doncaster Busway is an integral part of the North East
Link proposal. It is given a heavy emphasis on the NELP website, but minimal coverage in the EES.
“High standard” means that buses should be fully segregated from other traffic (as committed),
with capacity to fully meet demand and reduce traffic volumes. Yet the EES does not envisage a
Busway carrying more patronage than the existing DART service.
This submission details how the existing DART is already overloaded. Yet it has great potential as a
modern public transport service to extensive residential areas between the Ringwood line and the
Yarra. It should have capacity for substantial expansion given the current overcrowding and the
predicted increases in passenger demand. It should provide real time savings all the way to the
CBD, from multiple bus stops and be designed to utilise low or zero emission vehicles.
The objective of a future Doncaster Busway must be to substantially improve public transport in
the corridor, without the much higher expense of a light rail or heavy rail option. The design must
go well beyond DART which is currently providing a less than ideal service.
An increase in bus riders of the recommended order (34,000 additional passengers a day) would
potentially reduce freeway traffic volumes by around 28,000 cars a day. This represents 15% of
the traffic on the Eastern Freeway, west of Bulleen Rd –the equivalent of more than one lane.
The investment in the Busway must deliver sufficient capacity to accommodate both current usage
and substantial future growth. It needs to provide a viable alternative mode to peak commuting
car traffic to central Melbourne.
This is a central point. If this is not the case, the Department of Transport are conceding that the
prime purpose of the expansion of the Eastern Freeway is to serve radial peak car traffic and not
the circumferential freight and other traffic currently held out as the rationale in the EES.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This submission examines the Doncaster Busway, proposed as a key component of the North East
Link EES. It argues that the design fails to consider the future demand for public transport in this
corridor and has not been designed to deliver sufficient capacity and does not serve the best
interests of public transport users or taxpayers. Key points made in the submission include:
GOVERNANCE
1. As a result of machinery of government changes in early 2019, the Secretary of
Transport is now legally the responsible authority and proponent for the project.
2. The EES lacks the “whole of government” multi‐modal perspective necessary for a
transport solution and not “just a tollway”. The Secretary should provide the missing
details in order to comply with the Transport Integration Act.
CAPACITY
3. The proposed design fails to deliver the capacity needed to service the predicted
increase in patronage. The busway must be capable of carrying substantially more
buses and passengers, all the way to the CBD and other inner city destinations.
4. The infrastructure should be designed to operate large electric or CNG buses with low
or zero carbon emissions, as these will be the standard within the next decade.
DESIGN FEATURES
5. Benchmarked against the recognised international ITDP Bus Rapid Transit standards,
the proposed design falls short of a Bronze rating. Many features need upgrading to
upgrade the performance of the Busway and earn a Gold rating.
6. The Busway is not fully segregated as claimed. Buses will mix with general traffic for
about 1.5 kilometres east of Hoddle St. This will be a major drag on its performance.
7. The EES is equivocal about the Bulleen Rd bus station. A firm commitment is needed
with a four platform design with full passenger features and grade separated access.
8. Four additional bus stops are needed to serve adjacent residential catchments and
connect to public transport ‐ including an interchange with rail services at Victoria Park.
9. The Busway will fail to achieve its primary goals unless the bus priority lanes from
Victoria Park to the City are dramatically upgraded to eliminate delays, including a new
bus underpass for inbound movements at the intersection of Hoddle St and Victoria
Parade.
10. A second bus priority route is needed along Alexandra Parade to Parkville and the
western CBD, with some services extending to the West (North) Melbourne station to
connect with other rail lines serving the north and western suburbs.
NETWORK ISSUES
11. There are major doubts that, once built as a Busway, the design is realistically capable
of being converted to Light Rail and certainly not to Heavy Rail. This decision should be
made now based on the capacity of each mode to manage future growth in demand.
12. The value of connections to other services, specifically Melbourne Metro 2 and the

proposed Suburban Rail Loop, have not been taken to account in the traffic modelling.
This again highlights the lack of an integrated transport overview of this project .
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RECOMMENDATIONS
It is submitted that the Assessment Panel should find that the Busway design should be revised to:

1. Design the Doncaster Busway to deliver a capacity of 60,000 passengers a day by 2031 (18
million a year and up to 10,000 passengers an hour in the peak). This is more than double
the current load of 26,000 passengers a day and is necessary to handle forecast demand;
2. Base the busway operation on new generation electric and CNG buses with capability to
carry higher capacity vehicles in future as technology evolves;
3. Upgrade the design of the Doncaster Busway segment to meet the UN recognised ITDP
Bus Rapid Transit standards for a Gold standard busway (85 points+) – compared to the
current rating of Bronze (67.5 points);
4. Commit to the Bulleen Rd bus station and provide for additional bus stations at Balwyn
(Alfreda Crescent), Belford Rd, Chandler Highway and Victoria Park (rail interchange);
5. Redesign the western terminal to provide full busway separation all the way to Hoddle St
and Alexandra Parade in both directions;
6. Upgrade the bus priority lanes from Victoria Park to the City segment to 24‐hour status
with a new bus underpass for inbound movements from Hoddle St to Victoria Parade. This
inner segment should meet at least the Bronze standard (55+ points), if separately scored.
7. Reassess the claimed time savings for bus services without the unrealistic assumption that
there will be a reduction in inner city congestion as a result of the project.
8. Create a new bus priority route along Alexandra Parade to Melbourne University, Parkville
Metro station and the re‐named West (North) Melbourne station to link to the west.
9. Immediately, fund as part of the freeway project, additional DART services and upgrades
to reduce current overcrowding, build patronage and offset the impact of construction
works on reducing traffic capacity.
10. Not approve the proposed temporary relocation of the park and ride to Koonung Reserve
and instead look at options based on staged redevelopment of the existing site.
11. Prepare a complementary public transport package for on‐road bus priority measures east
of Doncaster P&R and the extension of the 48‐tram to Doncaster Hill.
12. Do further modelling scenarios for traffic flows on the North East Link after 2030 with:
 more frequent trains on the Hurstbridge line duplicated to Eltham;
 the Suburban Rail Loop; and
 the Metro 2 connection relieving the Mernda Line.
The Environmental Performance Requirements should be rewritten to reflect these. See Part 10
VTAGs prime argument is that the Busway should be built to meet a Gold standard on the
Eastern Freeway segment and that the links to the CBD need substantial upgrading to cope with
the proposed increased capacity without unacceptable delays.
The Busway should also be designed around a minimum nominated capacity target of 60,000
daily patronage – or 18 million passengers a year – more than double the current capacity.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION TO BE SOUGHT FROM THE PROPONENT:
The EES is silent on a number of key matters essential to the assessment of the Busway proposal.
At the Directions Hearing, the Panel is urged to seek additional information from the Secretary
of Transport on the following matters for the Panel to consider:
Previous studies



Any assessment or reports done by DoT, Transport for Victoria, PTV or Transdev of the
DART bus operations and options for upgrading should be tabled.



Any studies done on the options for upgrading the Hoddle St/ Victoria Pde bus lanes should
be tabled.



Similarly, any study of the options for buses along Alexandra Pde to service the Carlton/
University precinct should be provided.

Bus patronage



Up to date patronage figures for all bus routes using the freeway on a peak hourly, daily
(working week) and annual basis since the last published figures in 2014.



The exact current numbers of peak hour and daily services for all routes using the freeway
and the patronage growth need to be provided.



It is stated in the EES that these services are currently crowded – but no data is provided on
the proportion of overloaded services. This information is routinely provided for rail.



Additional information should be provided for the number of buses per hour needed to
provide for:
 existing demand without overcrowding; and
 forecast patronage in 2030 and beyond.

Environmental impacts


Greenhouse gas emissions and diesel particulate emissions from the existing bus fleet and
the assumptions used in projecting future greenhouse emissions from buses;



The impact on greenhouse emissions from passenger vehicles on the freeway, if European
standards are adopted, including the scenario where electric vehicle take up reaches 50%
of new car sales by 2030.



Any assessment of the “passenger experience” at the heavily used inner city bus stops
along Lonsdale Street in relation to noise, air pollution and safety.

Traffic modelling


The full VITM traffic modelling details should be provided, including the assumed
patronage levels for the busway and any sensitivity analysis done on the impact of higher
bus patronage on projected future traffic volumes west of Bulleen Rd.



Additional transport modelling is required for the traffic on the NE Link and Eastern
Freeway for scenarios if the Suburban Rail Loop and/ or the Metro 2 are in place by 2030.



Projected housing in‐fill development in Manningham as part of the growth envisaged in
Plan Melbourne and the impact this will have on bus patronage and car traffic volumes.
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1. THE SECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT IS THE LEGAL PROPONENT
The EES is written as if the proponent is the “North East Link Authority” a body that no longer
exists. The EES scope is restricted to the project area and road traffic operation. It avoids key
issues by purporting that other independent Authorities are responsible for related transport
issues – such as the Busway. However, the Secretary of Transport is the actual legal proponent.
As a result of the machinery of government changes made is early 2019 the North East Link
Authority (NELA) was abolished and it is now run as a “project” within the Major Transport
Infrastructure Authority (MTIA). Critically, MTIA is simply an administrative office within the new
Department of Transport. There is only an Advisory Board and no separate legislation.
The organisation chart on its website shows the Director General of MTIA being directly
responsible to the Minister. However, under section 13 of the Public Administration Act 2010, the
Secretary of the Department is responsible for “all functions and activities of an Administrative
Office” and “must advise the Minister on all matters relating to the Administrative Office”.
The legal entity Transport for Victoria continues to exist in name, but for all practical purposes
consists of a single position of “Acting TFV Head”, which is occupied by the Secretary of Transport.
The significance of these facts is that the proponent for the purposes of the EES Act is actually
the Secretary of DOT and not the no‐longer existent North East Link Authority.
The Secretary is obliged under Division 1 of Part 5 of the Transport Integration Act 2010 (TIA) to
provide advice that is inclusive of all forms of transport.
This advice is meant to be framed by a Transport Plan, as required under section 63 of the TIA.
The only existing plan is the 2008 Plan. This includes references to DART and the North East Link
but they are clearly outdated. The Minister has made no direction for a new Plan to be prepared.
The EES is therefore defective in avoiding the implications of the project for transport in the
corridor and beyond. The Secretary must provide answers to the issues which the EES avoids by
saying they are the separate responsibility of Transport for Victoria or another agency.
The EES makes an artificial distinction between project responsibility and service planning. These
functions cannot be separated as the facility provides for both buses and cars and the respective
traffic volumes are inherently linked. The Secretary for Transport is explicitly responsible for
providing an integrated overview of design, delivery and operation.
The implications of this are that:


The Panel should direct its inquiries through the Secretary of Transport as the legal
proponent;



The Secretary is obliged to provide comprehensive answers, encompassing all transport
issues arising from the project; and



This advice should reflect the detailed views from all sections of the Department – the
project should not be able to block any differing views or alternative designs.
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2. FUTURE NEEDS ‐ BUSWAY DESIGN CAPACITY
The EES is deficient in that it barely considers the design and capacity of the Busway – simply
referring to its proposed alignment. There is no analysis of the potential impact of the Busway on
traffic volumes on the freeway. The only comment is:
“As a result of the forecast travel time savings, as well as the forecast increase in overall
services, patronage across all four DART routes is predicted to increase by 2036 with North
East Link.”
EES page 9‐100
This ignores the other seven daily PTV bus routes using the freeway; gives no indication of the
expected patronage increase; any intention to increase service frequency or any addition of new
routes. There is no statement on the planned long‐term capacity for the completed Busway.
Significantly there is no sensitivity analysis of the impact different rates of bus patronage would
have on traffic volumes on the Eastern Freeway section west of Bulleen Rd.
However, there is no point building major infrastructure without a clear service level objective.
As part of its Draft 30 Year Infrastructure Strategy in 2016, Infrastructure Victoria identified a need
to upgrade the DART Smartbus service within the next five to ten years, observing :
The roll‐out should incorporate the latest technology and support infrastructure required
for a modern bus rapid transit system, such as traﬃc signal priority, dedicated lanes and
upgraded boarding facilities.
In 2017, Transdev, the contracted bus operator, proposed a market led proposal for a $500 million
busway, including a fully separated section in Hoddle St. This was not accepted on the basis the
Busway would be an integral part of the North East Link project.
The EES is deficient in trying to shift responsibility for the planning of future operations of the
Busway to TFV as if it is a completely separate entity. It pretends that the design and capacity of
the Busway is of little importance to the design and capacity of the freeway. It simply states:
“Transport for Victoria is also undertaking planning to improve bus services to meet
growing demand and to take advantage of the Doncaster Busway”. EES page 9‐100
The Busway cannot be treated as a separate project to the NE Link, as if being developed by a
separate entity. The various planning bodies have been amalgamated and the purpose and
utilisation of the Busway must be considered as a critical element of the NE Link. The Busway is a
key element of the project and central to the evaluation of the EES.
Current services
Table 6.14 in Technical Report A 1 gives a very misleading picture of the current use of the Eastern
freeway by bus services. It lists only 4 of the 13 existing services. The EES repeatedly refers to the
Busway only being used by the four DART routes.
There are, in addition to the four DART services, another seven PTV services, a Night Bus and a
regional bus operated by McKenzie bus lines, which use the freeway.
Only one of these is listed in Table 6.15 and the frequency and daily and annual patronage
numbers are not provided. The existing routes and their current entry points are listed in the
following table (utilising public timetable information but lacking any recent patronage figures).

1

on page 168 of the Smedley Technical and Strategic Traffic and Transport Impact Assessment
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Table 1: Current inbound bus services using the Eastern Freeway
Grouped by the current entry point to the freeway
Route

Daily
Services

Peak (a)
per hour

Off Peak (a)
per hour

Daily
Patronage

Chandler Highway
302

City ‐Box Hill

40

6

2

2,800

304

City – Doncaster SC

32

4

2

Not provided

350

City – Latrobe Uni

25

3

3 (b)

Not provided

Bulleen Rd
905

City ‐ The Pines SC DART

74

9

4

4,000

305

City‐ The Pines

15

5

0 (c)

Not provided

Doncaster Rd
907

City‐ Mitcham DART

78

11

4

6,000

908

City ‐ The Pines SC DART

71

6

4

3,000

309

City‐ Donvale

14

5

1 (d)

Not provided

Middleborough Rd
303

City ‐Ringwood North

4

2

0 (e)

Not provided

318

City‐ The Pines SC

6

4

0 (e)

Not provided

72

13

4

5,000

430

68

24

26,000 + (f)

Blackburn Rd
906

City ‐ Warrandyte DART
TOTAL
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Source: PTV published timetables and EES Table 6:15
Measured inbound at the respective freeway entry ramps between 7:30 and 8:30
Service not continuous between 10:30 and 2:15
Only runs from the Terminus to Doncaster SC, off peak
309 only operates inbound till 3:22 pm ; Outbound from 10:40 am
Peak hour service only
Table 2 shows the five routes without patronage data in Table 1 amounted to 5,155
passengers a working day in 2014. Hence it is reasonable to estimate current total
peak bus patronage as 26,000 a day.



In addition, the 961 Doncaster Night bus runs on the freeway for 9 services on Saturday
mornings and 13 services on early Sunday mornings.



The 684 McKenzie bus to Eildon runs on the freeway 3 times a day.

Including the outbound services, over 850 buses a day currently utilise the freeway for part of
their journey. There is no analysis in the EES of how many will use the Busway, the patronage
uplift and the impact this will have on traffic volumes on the freeway west of Bulleen Rd.
The most recent publicly released annual bus patronage figures are now four years old but they
are broadly consistent with the data in the EES and suggest modest growth in recent years.
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Table 2: Total bus patronage on Eastern Freeway routes 2014/15
Route

Annual
Patronage

Route Name

Average
Weekday

Average
Saturday

Average
Sunday

302

City to Box Hill via Belmore Road

722,816

2,405

1,189

642

304

City to Doncaster Shopping Centre via
Belmore Road

391,454

1,303

638

348

305

City to The Pines Shopping Centre

537,725

1,848

642

426

309

City to Donvale via Reynolds Road

193,024

739

‐

‐

318

City to Deep Creek

86,286

330

‐

‐

350

City to La Trobe University

244,192

935

‐

‐

905

City to The Pines SC DART

1,030,528

3,497

1,252

1,012

906

City to Warrandyte via The Pines DART

1,303,407

4,386

1,777

1,274

907

City to Mitcham DART

1,778,344

5,807

2,910

2,143

908

City to The Pines DART

682,409

2,399

639

442

6,970,185

23,650

9,046

6,286

TOTAL

a) Route 303 is a new route and not included above

Source: Extracted from PTV website

These routes are diagrammatically represented in the following Figure. The freeway provides a
trunk route serving a number of different parts of the corridor with routes entering and leaving at
several points. There is a strong interconnecting network of express and local services.

Fig 1: Diagrammatic representation of bus routes in the Doncaster Corridor

Source: David Stosser, VTAG

From this limited information we can conclude that the 850 bus services per day carry total daily
patronage of around 26,000 passengers. Current average passenger loadings are around 32 per
bus (approximately 50% capacity) with annual patronage totalling around 7 million.
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These figures do not provide a breakdown on the actual passenger volume for the 68 buses an
hour in each working day peak. However, assuming standard buses with capacity for 70
passengers, the capacity of the current scheduled routes would be of the order of 4,750 per hour.
Anecdotally, the buses are currently crowded in peak periods, so assuming a high capacity factor
of 85%, ‐ inbound patronage may be around 4,000 passengers in the peak hour. The Doncaster
route is heavily weighted to commuting and counter‐peak flows are thought to be low – apart
from the 350 service to Latrobe University. However, this may change over time.
What did we learn from the Doncaster rail study?
The Doncaster Rail Study Stage 1 report concluded a heavy rail line would be both expensive and
too difficult to integrate with the existing inner urban rail network. Its disputed findings were:
•

The capacity of a new metro line would exceed the actual forecast demand of 7,000
passengers in the peak hour (56,000 a day) in 2031;

•

Heavy rail would be expensive, costing $3‐5 billion just to reach the Doncaster P&R

•

Extension from the “park and ride” to the Doncaster Hill major activity centre is logically
essential but prohibitively expensive (up to $1 billion) and technically difficult;

•

This cost is up to 5 times the Busway and 3 times a light rail option, both of which could
offer a better service for the surrounding low‐density suburbs;

•

To accommodate Doncaster trains on the Clifton Hill line requires that Metro 2 be built first
to provide a new direct route to the city for Mernda line trains;

•

The proposed train route doesn’t get close to where people live. The spread‐out nature of
Manningham means buses and cars are needed to reach the train;

•

There are no opportunities for significant land use change to fund the development;

The failure, several decades ago, to plan Manningham has resulted in a low density, hilly suburb
with no available easement and no opportunity to retrofit heavy rail. The opportunity to build rail
today would mean the line would only go part way and serve only one destination and hence be
dependent on local bus services (and a modal interchange) which would be less efficient.
The Doncaster Rail Study asked the wrong questions. The narrow focus of the Brief meant the
engineers costed only one design, not coming up with an affordable and targeted solution.
They should have asked:
1. What measures would effectively reduce growth in single passenger motor vehicle use on
the Eastern Freeway?
2. Within achievable funding levels, what would be the best investment to deliver good public
transport?
The planners for the North East Link are making a similar error in not asking how to shift more
people onto the Busway and reduce pressure on the Eastern Freeway west of Bulleen Rd.
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Future capacity
The purpose of the Busway is to significantly increase this capacity and take up a larger share of
the commuter traffic heading to central Melbourne
As a consequence of the forecast travel time savings, and the shift to public transport it is very
likely that patronage will increase across all four DART routes (905, 906, 907 and 908). The EES
contains no predictions of patronage growth but the Doncaster Rail study forecast a demand of
53,000 passengers a day by 2030.
The Brisbane South East Busway manages 150 inbound buses an hour running all the way to the
Brisbane CBD– essentially one every 24 seconds (with multiple pick up and drop off points). This
transports 12,000 inbound passengers in the peak hour and 150,000 daily (30 million a year).
Some busways in South America manage 20,000 plus passengers an hour in each direction, but the
conditions they operate in are not comparable to Australia. Doncaster is a peak flow only route.
Moreover, the restrictions in getting buses from Victoria Park to their CBD strongly suggest that
additional inner routes would be needed to achieve 150 buses an hour in Melbourne.
VTAG’s believes a target should be set to more than double the patronage to 60,000 per day by
2030. This requires a frequency of around 100 larger buses an hour across a longer peak period.
This would mean over 1700 bus services a day and patronage of 15 million passengers a year.
By comparison a major light rail route might carry 15,000 passengers an hour and around 28
million passengers a year. In 2016/17, the Route 96 Tram carried 53,000 passengers per weekday,
2
which may be close to maximum for a tram route partially on road. Because they service inner
suburban areas, trams are also able to get a higher utilisation ratio for off peak to peak.
A modern metro line should comfortably handle 30 million passengers a year with frequencies of
24 trains an hour. The Dandenong line stations recorded 22.4 million boardings in 2014/15 which
is expected to increase by 30% to around 30 million boardings when the Melbourne Metro and the
High Capacity trains are operating. The proposed capacity for the Doncaster Busway is half this.

Table 3: Estimated current and potential patronage capacity for different modes
Doncaster corridor
Current bus usage

Peak hour

Daily

Annual

Peak
service/hr

~4,000

26,000

7 million

68 buses

8,000

60,000

15 million

100 buses

Bus way capacity

12,000

75,000

20 million

150 buses

Light rail capacity

15,000

90,000

25 million

50 trams/hr

Heavy rail

25,000

150,000

30 million

24 trains/hr

2031 target

a)

a) The Doncaster Rail study predicted 2031 demand of 7,000 and daily demand of 53,000
Source: VTAG estimates
An increase in bus ridership of the recommended order (34,000 additional passengers a day)
would potentially reduce traffic volumes by around 28,000 cars a day. This represents 15% of
the traffic on the Eastern Freeway, west of Bulleen Rd –the equivalent of more than one lane.

2

The Age, 16th September 2018 https://www.theage.com.au/national/victoria/tram‐patronage‐booming‐including‐
on‐weekends‐new‐data‐reveals‐20180914‐p503ui.html
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Frequency and coverage
The advantages of a bus‐based approach over fixed rail include:


An ability to cope with steep gradients and hilly terrain



Coverage of a wide, low density through multiple routes



Capacity for vehicles to overtake and provide both express and stopping services.

The key edge a Busway has, particularly in low density suburbs like Manningham, is that a number
of routes cover a wide area to collect passengers and then travel at high speed on the trunk
corridor. This is the essence of the DART scheme, which is supplemented by a number of lower
frequency PTV services which are intended to “cover the gaps”.
Melburnians have some prejudices against buses, built up over years of poor experiences. The,
SmartBus brand (including DART) launched in 2008 marked a major improvement with higher
frequency and better passenger information to deliver a high‐quality service. The introduction of
GPS tracking and smart phone apps means real time information is available for all routes to most
people. Along with the increase in frequency of some other routes and the removal of SmartBus
livery (so the buses can be used on other routes) has diluted the significance of a separate brand.
The critical factors for passengers are capacity (which translates to overcrowding), journey time,
frequency and comfort.
Increasing the frequency on each of the eight routes serving Doncaster to a four‐minute peak hour
frequency at the door (providing 15 buses an hour on each route) would deliver up to 120 buses
an hour entering the Busway in the peak. The service planning would determine the right mix of
express and “stopping all stations” buses on the Busway and between Hoddle and the CBD. This
would balance convenience for short trips against the time taken for longer ones.
Off peak, six buses an hour should apply – a 10 minute “turn up and go” frequency. Some routes
could terminate at the Bus stations with passengers transferring to express services on the Busway.
The principal arguments in favour of a bus‐based solution are that Smart buses would:
•

Provide a better door‐to‐door time for most of Doncaster than a train or light rail could;

•

Avoids the need for passengers to change from local buses to another mode;

•

There is no time lost walking into an underground station and waiting for a connection;

•

Provide a realistic alternative option to Park and Ride for most people;

•

Directly access the freeway from several on ramps – not all stopping at a single station for
unloading and fanning out over a wider area;

•

Enable multiple stations on the Busway and numerous stops on the road network.

The fact buses can spread out and provide a local service is a huge benefit for users.
The following diagram shows the 400 metre “walk up” catchments that would exist for the eight
main routes serving the Manningham catchment. The current lower frequency services fill in the
gaps and should be raised to Smartbus standards as part of the overall DART network using the
Busway. This would provide convenience that no train or light rail service could alone.
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Fig 2: The 400 metre catchments for the existing DART (red) and other bus services (blue)

1

Interstate precedents
Busways are a well‐established form of “rapid transit” overseas and interstate.
The Brisbane South‐East Busway cost $350 million or A$21.8 million per km (16km) and moves
around 150,000 passengers daily (30 million a year). This includes 12,000 inbound passengers per
hour, in the am peak ‐ the equivalent of 6 freeway lanes. 3 There has been a 180% increase in
patronage on major bus routes due to the South East Busway. Brisbane has 20 individual routes
carrying over 1 million passengers (the busiest carries 3.1 m). 4 .
The Adelaide O‐Bahn serves a fairly limited corridor but still manages 35,000 passengers a day. It
utilises a guided trackway system and a recently added inner city tunnel to provide a dedicated
pathway for buses that can otherwise operate on the normal road network.
A short busway on Charles Street, north of Perth’s CBD was built at a cost of $32.1 million. It has
removed more than 1,000 buses a day from James and Fitzgerald streets in Northbridge,
alleviating traffic congestion and improving local amenity and access. It has cut journey times from
the Northern Suburbs to the CBD by 6 minutes benefitting 16,000 passengers a day. 5
New Zealand’s Northern Busway runs parallel to a freeway in Auckland for 6.2 kilometres. It
carried 80 buses an hour carrying around 6,000 passengers in the peak hour and 6 million 6
passengers in total in 2018. Another dedicated Busway is expected to open in 2021 serving 22,000
passengers a day in Auckland’s eastern suburbs.

3

Stephen Lewis, Bus Confederation of Australia, APTA BRT Conference Seattle.
Brisbane City Council data reported in Brisbane Times 18th June 2018
5
https://www.mediastatements.wa.gov.au/Pages/McGowan/2017/06/Charles‐Street‐bus‐bridge‐to‐open‐on‐
Sunday.aspx
6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Northern_Busway,_Auckland
4
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Fig 3: Buses on the Brisbane South East Busway

3. BUS TECHNOLOGY
The EES makes no reference to the assumptions for the type of bus that would operate on the
proposed busway. However, the technology choice will have a significant impact on the
environment and the public reaction to the proposal.
Electric vehicles
Diesel buses are smoky and smelly compared to modern alternatives. This is a major factor in
negative public attitudes to buses, particularly where they are present in large numbers.
Continuing use of diesel buses would result in an unacceptable situation if 100 buses an hour are
to use the Bus lanes on Hoddle, Victoria and Lonsdale Streets.
It is highly likely that by the mid 2020’s diesel buses will be fully replaced by a combination of
Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) and electric vehicles. This is an environmental positive that should
be built into the design.
China is already well advanced in shifting to electric buses. According to a Bloomberg New Energy
Finance study published last year, China introduces 9,500 buses – equivalent to London’s entire
fleet – every five weeks. It now operates 99% of the world’s electric buses. 7
The Bus Association is examining the introduction of electric buses in Victoria and the largest
manufacturer – Volgren is building a prototype electric bus for Victoria.
Although the technology is still evolving, the Busway stations should be designed to enable the
future installation of pantograph or underground recharging capabilities to enable electric buses
with either batteries or capacitors to get top up charging when they stop. It is not envisaged that
the buses would operate as trolley buses using overhead power.

7

https://www.scmp.com/magazines/post‐magazine/long‐reads/article/2182466/powered‐state‐china‐takes‐charge‐
electric‐buses
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More accessible vehicles
For over a decade, PTV standard buses have required multiple wide doors, low floors and
extendable ramps for accessibility as standard. It is assumed that by the time the Doncaster
Busway is operational, all buses will either meet the “W” specification with a retractable ramp or
the “L” specification with a wheelchair lift.
It is stated in the EES that all bus stations will be fully DDA compliant. Platform entry is also
important for faster and safer entry and exit of large numbers of general passengers.
Larger vehicles
The type of buses themselves will also likely evolve dramatically, with articulated “bendy buses”
and potentially double deck buses being used to increase capacity. These will require redesign of
the bus lanes in Lonsdale St with formalised bus stops and a better “turn around capacity for buses
in the block west of King St.
There are a number of options for what are called “rubber wheeled trams” – such as those being
built for the Brisbane Busway (see below). There are a range of technologies for large electric
powered vehicles capable of travelling both on a guided track and on the open road. The Adelaide
O‐Bahn has successfully used an early type of guided track for 30 years. These options should all
be explored in the detailed design to ensure the Doncaster system is future proofed.
On balance, given the circumstances of the Doncaster routes and the constraints, the option
VTAG prefers is a purpose designed, large electric powered conventional bus ‐but the issue
merits careful research. The type and number of can be progressively upgraded as demand
grows – and this can commence before the Busway is completed using the existing bus lanes.
Brisbane Metro
The way of the future is amply demonstrated by the plans now being implemented to upgrade the
Brisbane South East Busway to become the Brisbane Metro.
Brisbane Metro is a high‐frequency public transport system that will cut travel times, reduce CBD
bus congestion and improve services to the suburbs. The project will deliver a high‐frequency
system using high‐capacity metro vehicles along 21km of dedicated route using existing busway
infrastructure as well as new and upgraded infrastructure.
Brisbane Metro will include two lines servicing 18 stations — Metro 1 from Eight Mile Plains to
Roma Street and Metro 2 from Royal Brisbane and Women’s Hospital to University of Queensland
(UQ) Lakes. As well as fixing bottlenecks in the inner city, the project will enable improvements to
bus services across the city and improve CBD amenity by reducing the number of buses on the
street.
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Fig 4: Proposed large vehicles to be used on the Brisbane Metro Busway by 2022

Artist’s impression of Brisbane Metro reference vehicle
Key features of the proposed Brisbane Metro vehicle will include: 8


A length of 24‐25 metres and capacity for 150 passengers



Three passenger compartments in a double articulated vehicle



Low floor design to allow quicker boarding and alighting



At least four large (double) doors to allow rapid boarding and departure



On‐board features such as Wi‐Fi access, customer information systems to provide real‐time
travel updates, and public/voice announcements of the next station.

The Brisbane Metro vehicles are proposed to operate on two major routes solely on the Busway.
It will share the Busway infrastructure with conventional buses operating multiple routes which
leave the Busway to run on the road network beyond the terminals. Each route will run:


5am to midnight, Monday to Friday



24‐hour operation on Saturday and Sunday.



High‐frequency services every 3 minutes in peak periods



Every 5 minutes between peak periods

Over the subsequent years of operations, Metro bus frequencies in peak periods are planned to
continue to increase in line with demand.

8

Brisbane Metro Deconstructed: A Summary of the Draft Design Report By Brisbane Development April 29, 2018
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4. MEETING ITDP BUS RAPID TRANSPORT STANDARDS
There is surprisingly little information in the EES documents about the detail of the Busway and
how it is intended to operate (to the NELP engineers it is just a road for someone else to plan how
it might be used). However, the Busway is an integral part of the design and a key to managing
demand on the Eastern Freeway west of Bulleen Rd.
There is an internationally recognised set of standards for Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) produced by the
Institute for Transportation and Development Policy (ITDP) 9 based in New York.
These standards ‐ summarised in Attachment 1 ‐ are endorsed by the UN Habitat program, UNEP,
several major Foundations and transport expert bodies. It is the prime source for assessing Bus
Rapid Transit systems and grades them as Basic, Bronze, Silver or Gold standard. Conversely, it
also sets the minimum requirements that must be met for a system to be qualify as a BRT system.
VTAG has done a preliminary scoring of the Busway proposal against the ITDP standards. This
assessment has considered the two sections separately because of the fundamental difference
between the proposals for each.


Doncaster to Victoria Park

(see Attachment 2)



Victoria Park to City

(see Attachment 3)

The on‐road sections beyond Doncaster P&R do not meet the requirements to be considered a
BRT and simply form part of the bus catchment with a lower performance level.
The scoring also considered the current situation, and in found the existing bus lanes from Victoria
Park fail the test of being a Bus Rapid Transit system. The results are summarised in Table 4:
Table 4: VTAG assessment of DART against the ITDP Bus Rapid Standard Standards
Segment

Current

Post‐NELink

Doncaster P&R to Victoria Park

26.3
Fails minimum standard

67.5
BRONZE

Victoria Park to City

Fails minimum standard

Fails minimum standard

Source: VTAG scoring as two segments
It can also be argued that having a Busway on the Eastern Freeway segment alone is not a
complete Busway and the scoring should be done across the whole route. In this case the score
would be much lower (BASIC) unless major improvements are made to the current bus lanes in
Hoddle St/ Victoria Pde and another bus route introduced along Alexandra Pde.
VTAGs prime argument is that the Busway should be built to meet a Gold standard on the
Eastern Freeway segment and that the links to the CBD need substantial upgrading to cope with
the proposed increased capacity without unacceptable delays.
The Busway should also be designed around a minimum nominated capacity target of 60,000
daily patronage – or 18 million passengers a year – more than double the current capacity.

9

Institute for Transportation and Development Policy
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Scoring the Busway section
Unfortunately, neither section currently meets the minimum standards set by the ITDP to be
described as a Bus Rapid Transit arrangement. For most of their length the current buses run on
the general freeway lanes with no stops and there is no physical separation or enforcement of the
designated lanes for the buses in the sections where “bus lanes” exist.
The scoring for the future Doncaster to Victoria Park Busway, summarised in Attachment 2, has
been developed based on the description given in the EES. It arrives at an overall score of 67.5 –
which equates to a Bronze rating in the ITDP scoring system.
The rationales for this scoring are as follows:


Alignment: No points are earned for the current arrangement because the buses conflict
with turning movements at all five on and off ramps. A fully segregated Busway will only
score the 6 points due to the at grade intersection at Thompsons Rd.



Dedicated Right of Way: The existing 3.2 km section of “dedicated bus lane” consists of
approval to run in the Emergency stopping lane between Chandler Highway and Hoddle St.
This meets the definition of a lane with no separation which is worth 6 points – but only for
29% of the length of the service. The Busway will score maximum points with a deduction
for the section leading to Hoddle St (see below).



Off board fare collection: All ticket validation is currently done on the bus. The Doncaster
P&R station has a myki top up machine, but validation is done on the bus. It is assumed this
arrangement will be available at other bus stations. Other PTV Bus stops do not provide for
off board myki sales and the Doncaster P&R and other proposed stations are an
unreasonable distance from the nearest sales agent. This arrangement scores 4 points.



Intersection treatments: Currently there are cars merging across in front of buses at five
sets of ramps. The Busway proposal eliminates these conflicts except for the traffic lights
proposed for Thompsons Rd. At Hoddle St and Doncaster Rd there is currently traffic light
priority. The proposed design only bypasses the lights at Doncaster Rd. This produces a low
0.6 points for the current arrangements but a 5.8 points out of 7 for the Busway.



Platform level boarding: This exists at the Doncaster P&R and it would be expected that
platform level boarding would be provided at all other Busway stops to comply with DDA
requirements. However, the street side bus stops on Hoddle St/ Victoria Pde and in the City
do not comply. Buses are assumed to be fitted with compliant extendable ramps. 7 points.



Multiple routes: Both current and future situations provide for multiple routes. 4 points



Express, limited and local services: With only one bus station both current and future
arrangements mean all services are Express with no local access. 2 Points



Control centre: It is unclear how the VicRoads Freeway operations centre, Transdev’s
management and PTV are coordinated or what improvements are proposed. 2 Points



Located in top ten corridors: This criterion is clearly met by the extent of demand. 2 Points



Hours of operation: Current and future services operate late and on weekends. 2 Points



Demand profile: Currently buses run with general traffic until Chandler Highway which
reduces this rating to Tier 2 resulting in a 1 point reduction.



Multi corridor network: There are no direct interconnections with Orbital Smart Buses
(which themselves don’t meet the BTR standards), or with rail services. No points
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Passing lanes at stations: Buses can pass at the Doncaster Park and Ride but with no other
stations, all buses would run express. Currently, buses can pass by using the normal traffic
lanes when safe. 1 Point – but the current Busway design does not permit this. Nil



Minimising emissions: Australia lags badly in matching overseas emissions standards for
cars and buses. This should be a pre‐condition of the EES assessment. Nil points for the
current service.



Stations set back from intersections: All existing and proposed stops are clear of nearby
intersections. 3 Points



Centre stations: Current Doncaster P&R is a single side platform. EES horizontal plan
appears to show a pair of centre platforms but this is unclear. Other stations should be
included in the design with 4 parallel platforms and/or passing lanes.



Pavement quality: High standard, assumed to be maintained with Busway. 2 Points



Distance between stations: There is only one intermediate station proposed over 11
kilometres which denies access to all the adjacent residential areas. No points.



Safe and comfortable stations: The Doncaster Busway station, as described in the EES
will meet this standard – if Bulleen proceeds it will presumably also have these features.



Number of doors per vehicle: Current buses have narrow doors with one entry and one
exit. This could be rectified in future.



Docking bays and sub stops: It is highly likely that new stations will have multiple bays



Sliding doors in stations: These are not used in Melbourne‐ although they will feature on
the new Metro train stations and are used in the central Brisbane Bus Stations. They are
probably not a priority for Melbourne – although our variable weather might support
having the platforms weather‐proofed by full enclosure – at significant expense. No points.



Branding Half the current services are called DART but the separate branding has been
removed to enable buses to operate on different routes. Branding across the overall PTV
system is generally good. 2 Points



Passenger information: Smartbus services meet this condition and GPS tracking means the
PTV website now gives times to the next bus services for people with smart phone apps
downloaded. Take up and promotion is still low. 1 Point with potential to raise to the
maximum 2 points



Universal access: DDA compliance meets the standard. 3 Points



Integration with other public transport: There is a single fare system but poor transfer
arrangements to other buses and trains. 2 Points.



Secure Bike parking: Not currently available but EES promises this in future. 2 Points



Bicycles lanes: Will be upgraded as part of the overall project. 2 Points



Bike sharing integration: With the demise of bike share schemes outside central
Melbourne, this feature won’t be available. No points.

Deductions


Overcrowding: The proposal does not include any increase in frequency or provision for
patronage growth which results in the maximum deduction of 5 points.
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Low peak frequency: Only 3 out of 11 peak services have more than 8 buses per hour
resulting in a deduction of 3 points



Low off‐peak frequency: Only 5 out of 9 off peak services have more than 4 buses per hour
resulting in a deduction of 2 points

Attachment 2 sets out the detailed scoring for the existing bus lanes and the proposed Busway.
Although the Busway will rectify some of the deficiencies in the current Basic rated bus lane
arrangements – however it continues to be insufficient to achieve the Gold standard.
Overall, the proposed Busway design only manages a total of 67.5 points –a Bronze rating.
Both the existing bus lane and the future Busway score well on the Service Planning and
Communications groupings. However, the current arrangement falls down on the BRT Basics and
has substantial Deductions.
The Busway improves the scores in the Infrastructure, Bus Stations and Access & Integration
groupings, but still falls significantly short of the maximum points This is largely due to the absence
of intermediate stations, poor integration with other public transport and a lack of capacity.

5. RAISING THE BUSWAY TO GOLD STANDARD
Key changes required
A minimum of an additional 17.5 points are required to raise the Busway to a Gold rating.
The opportunities for achieving this are set out below grouped under “high value” and “desirable”:
HIGH VALUE / HIGH PRIORITY
1. Complete segregation of Busway at Hoddle St outbound ramps

(+0.3 points)

2. Double capacity of services to eliminate overcrowding

(+5 points)

3. Bulleen and four other bus stations along the freeway,

(+2 points)

4. Provision for grade separation at Thompsons Rd

(+0.6 points )

5. Traffic light free access at Hoddle St

(+0.6 points)

6. Adopt electric buses or Euro VI / US 2010 standards

(+2 points)

7. Peak bus frequency of at least 8 per hour on all routes

(+3 points)

8. Off‐peak bus frequency of at least 4 per hour on all routes

(+2 points)

DESIRABLE/ MEDIUM PRIORITY
1. Providing multiple stop, local as well as express services

(+1 point)

2. Interconnection at Victoria Park and to Orbital Smart Buses

(+2 points)

3. Utilise articulated buses with three wide‐doors

(+2 points)

4. Better transfer arrangements to other public transport

(+1 point)

5. MYKI machines and pre‐boarding validation

(+4 points)

6. Fully integrated Busway control centre

(+1 point)

7. Create walk up catchments with more bus stations

(+1 point)
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If all 15 proposed improvements were adopted there would be a total of an additional 30.5
points raising the standard to 98 points – high on the Gold rating.
This list of potential improvements omits the options for Sliding doors in stations (+1 point) and
the establishment of local bike sharing arrangements at each bus station (+1 point).
These options seem less relevant to Melbourne.
It also assumes the increased frequencies and express passing lanes will enable bunching of buses
to be avoided (potential 4 point deduction)
Busway segregation
The EES states that the Busway will provide: “full time, completely segregated bus lanes between
Doncaster Rd and Hoddle St”
However, it is clear from Map 24 in the EES Map Book that this is not the case. The Busway is not
physically separated from other road users from around 300‐400 metres on the inbound lanes
before Merri Creek Bridge to Hoddle Street. For a distance of about 1.5 kilometres the inbound
bus lane loses the concrete barrier separation and becomes just another running lane on the
freeway in bound.
Outbound leaving Hoddle Street towards Doncaster the bus lane does not start until Groom St and
does not become separated until well into Yarra Park.

Fig 5: Detail of Map 24 showing termination of lane separation (heavy black line)

It is understood this unsatisfactory design was done to save costs on widening the Merri Creek
Bridge. The logic of taking up the centre median for additional lanes (and thereby creating room
for the busway on the north side) should dictate the need to “in fill” at the Merri Creek bridge with
a new central span. This would provide sufficient width to continue the segregated bus lanes on
both sides at that point.
The proposed treatment is definitely sub‐standard and effectively creates a bottleneck with
conflicting traffic movements. Buses would need to weave across merging traffic – particularly for
buses coming from the on‐ramp loop or Alexandra Pde.
The Inbound bus lane should remain fully divided right into Hoddle St as far as the proposed
Interchange station around Truro St. This means buses could skip the main set of traffic lights.
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As the Outbound bus lane in Hoddle St is on the far western lane, the buses will enter the freeway
through the existing loop, which needs to be reconfigured to provide an unimpeded path for buses,
Full separation can be achieved by providing a bus underpass to the eastbound on‐ramp from
Hoddle St North. This would be a relatively minor cost, yet it eliminates a serious conflicting traffic
movement which would both slow buses and reduce other traffic flows. The lessons from the K
Interchange fiasco on the Westgate Freeway need to be learnt.
Additional Bus Stations
There is a very strong argument for more stops on the Busway with a mix of stopping and express
buses. There are other bus services that should interconnect and surrounding residential areas
that currently have poor public transport access.
The EES envisages a very limited form of Busway that only enables inbound passengers to board or
depart before the Busway segment and only the 4 DART services use the Busway (and vice versa).
Currently there is only one Bus station proposed on the entire 11‐kilometre Busway ‐ at the
Doncaster P&R. Despite the statements in other publicity material, the EES is equivocal and there
are doubts that the project budget includes funding for a Bulleen Park and Ride and an associated
Bus Station. The EES treats the Victoria Park interchange as outside the scope.
In response, VTAG proposes that there should be four additional bus stations to provide an
effective catchment for the busway. These would reduce the average stop spacing to 2.2
kilometres – similar to the distance between rail stations and capturing a series of significant “walk
up” catchments within 800 metres radius at strategic points along the Busway.
It is envisaged that not all services would stop at every station. The Busway services would be a
mix of express and “stopping all stations” services and that passing lanes would be part of the
design of the stations (see Fig 3 above).
1. Victoria Park
A major interchange is essential on Hoddle St at Victoria Park. It would directly connect to
Victoria Park station and the Route 246 bus serving north and south along Hoddle St to
open up a range of potential journey connections. This is discussed in detail below.
2. Chandler Highway
Substantial space exists beneath the Chandler Highway overpass to locate a bus station
serving Alphington and Willsmere and enabling interchange with Route 609 and potentially
an extended Route 624 (Oakleigh to Kew). The routes 350, 302 and 304 would enter the
busway at this point but on the current design, downstream of where the bus station is to
be located. This is not seen as a problem, given the service available from other routes.
3. Belford Rd, North Kew
There is space available using part of the Kew Golf Club carpark to enable an additional bus
station serving a significant area of North Kew, including the housing north of the freeway.
4. Alfreda Avenue (between Bulleen Rd and Doncaster P&R)

An additional bus station should be integrated with the proposed pedestrian overpass to
provide access to a substantial catchment on both sides of the freeway. The modest loss of
open space could be offset and there would be a substantial benefit to these areas of
Bulleen and Balwyn, otherwise without access to public transport.
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Thompsons Rd. at grade intersection
Currently the design has an at‐grade intersection on the Busway at Thompsons Rd. This would be a
serious impediment to buses and an alternative grade separated solution is needed. It is
understood that the nearby creek prevents a lowering of the busway under Thomson Rd.
However, an overpass solution is quite practical and can neatly fit with a four platform Bulleen bus
station. The Busway from the east would be serviced by the two central platforms and the
diverging buses would utilise the outside platforms and access Thompsons Rd through bus priority
traffic lights. The merge of buses would occur in the 200 metres west of the bus station.

Fig: 6 A potential design for a grade separation of the busway at Thompsons Rd.

Source: Eric Sette, Architects
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6. OTHER DESIGN ISSUES
Doncaster Park and Ride
Few details are provided about the proposed design of the redeveloped Doncaster Park and Ride.
The illustration in the Map book seems unclear about how it will operate and where the various
features intended to be included will be located.
In order to provide adequate car parking capacity, the facility should be conceived as at least a
three‐storey facility with double the existing capacity. The ground level should be dedicated to a
four‐platform bus interchange with “kiss and ride” 2‐minute parking facilities for taxis and
passengers being dropped off by friends. Easy pedestrian access to the platforms without
excessive ramps or stairs is a key consideration.
The proposed design proposes buses move anti‐clockwise, in a large loop before entering the bus
station. This is inefficient and makes re‐entry to the freeway more complex. An alternative design
is suggested below based on reversing the flow and turning the bus station through 180 degrees. It
provides six outbound bays and three inbound bays and the ramp up to the level of Doncaster Rd.
Pedestrian access to all platforms would come from the level above with direct access from the
adjacent roads and the car parking. The design should also provide for easy access from the
proposed extended 48 tram.
The site has considerable development potential due to its Mixed Use zoning. It may provide an
opportunity for a substantial development above to offset the cost through some value capture.

Fig 7: Proposed alternative alignment for bus station

Source: David Stosser
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Temporary relocation of the Doncaster Park and Ride
The proposed alternative arrangements to relocate the Park and Ride to Gardenia Rd are far less
than ideal. The EES itself notes:
Buses would need to travel approximately 400 metres further than the existing Doncaster
Park and Ride to access the relocated facility and would pass through up to three additional
sets of traffic lights, which could increase bus travel time by up to three minutes.
EES Main report page 9‐62
Further evidence is needed as to why the Park and Ride cannot stay in its current location for most
of the construction and either close temporarily or move for a short period, late in the process.
The short‐term damage to the proposed alternative reserve is undesirable and unnecessary given
the complicated movements involved in using this site on “the wrong side” of the freeway ramps.
The designers have given more consideration to engineering convenience than the impact on
travellers. It would be devastating if the DART became harder to use, slower and more
inconvenient during construction as this would only negatively impact patronage.
Bus services beyond Doncaster P&R
The Doncaster Busway terminates at the Doncaster Park and Ride. However, there are three
routes that use the freeway beyond that point – 303, 318 and 906 and more new routes to the
east could well be justified. Buses for these routes should have direct access to and from the Bus
Station. On the design in the EES, they would have to make complicated manoeuvres to get back
onto Doncaster Rd to re‐enter the freeway with other traffic. This deficiency should be rectified by
providing a dedicated eastbound bus on‐ramp and a workable solution for westbound buses.
Whilst a dedicated freeway bus lane may not be necessary east of Doncaster Rd, bus priority
measures at the off ramps and interchange opportunities with local bus services in Elgar Rd,
Middleborough Rd, Blackburn Rd and Mitcham Rd should be planned as part of the overall
network. In future, if congestion grows in this section, separate lanes may be justified.
The EES also does not propose any changes to the on‐road bus network east of the Doncaster Park
and Ride. Local bus priority measures at intersections, improved stops and route design would all
complement the proposed improved service being delivered on the Busway segment.
Bulleen Park and Ride
The EES is equivocal about whether there will actually be a Park and Ride facility with a major bus
station. It avoids the issue by saying this is a matter for TFV:
A new bus station and park and ride facility near the corner of Bulleen Road and
Thompsons Road – the scope of this facility is being developed with Transport for Victoria
EES Section 9.5.3 page 9.97
The implication is that there may not be a significant station here – depending on the view of
“Transport for Victoria” (the Secretary?). As this is actually just the name for another part of the
proponent entity the EES should make an unequivocal commitment to this part of the project.
The Bulleen Park and Ride station should have similar specifications as the Doncaster Bus Station
providing for easy access for cars, taxis, pedestrians and cyclists. It should also have four platforms
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to enable a smooth merge between the routes joining the Busway at that point and the “through
routes” from Doncaster. Separate passing lanes may also be justified to facilitate express services.
Centre alignment
The EES dismisses the option of the busway running along the centre of the freeway – arguing that
public safety and access for emergency vehicles would prohibit this option.
This seems at odds with the fact that many overseas busways run in the central median. It is also
unclear how the preferred design overcomes these problems as the dedicated track has very
similar access restrictions.
In fact, the ITDP standards prioritise the use of central median busways. They highlight the way in
which this minimises conflicts with turning movements at intersections.
The Secretary should be asked to provide justification for the claim that there are safety and
operational problems. He should also explain how these issues are in any way reduced for the
proposed design of segregated tracks.
The EES antipathy to centre alignment of the Busway is also at odds with the Premier’s media
release on 25th November 2017, and the video still on the North East Link website which clearly
show the buses running successfully in the centre of the freeway.
Bus Services on the North East Link
There appear to be no proposals for the North East Link tunnel section to carry any public
transport services. Whilst the 901 and 902 Orbital Smartbus services provides a link from east to
north, they are circuitous and time consuming for longer journeys.
The NE Link ends the division created by the relatively few Yarra Crossings that divides the east
from the north in Melbourne. A more direct orbital bus route using the NE Link tunnel to link Box
Hill and Doncaster to Watsonia, Bundoora, Thomastown, Campbellfield and Broadmeadows would
likely to be very attractive. An express SkyBus service to the Airport would also benefit greatly
from the NE Link.
Creating bus routes on the freeway and parallel roads will also help generate orbital demand and
land use patterns in advance of the Suburban Rail Loop. However separate bus lanes would not
seem necessary, except to give priority at interchange exits.

7. PRIORITY LANES TO THE CITY
Victoria Park to City
The existing bus lanes in Hoddle St, Victoria Parade and Lonsdale St fail to meet the minimum
requirements to be considered a Bus Rapid Transit system. In fact, they struggle to operate
effectively as a basic bus priority arrangement with frequent delays and problems.
Primarily this is because they only apply in peak periods, are curtailed by cars parking in the bus
lanes – even during their legal periods of operation and major issues about bus priority at the
numerous intersections.
This section fails to meet the minimum requirements for a corridor to be considered a Bus Rapid
Transit system under the ITDP standards. Specifically it fails to score 20 points across the five BRT
basic elements:
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Alignment: The curb alignment on a two‐way road earns no points.



Dedicated Right of Way: The bus lanes are differentiated and longer than 3 km but they
are not continuous, are part time and not enforced.



Off Board fares collection: There are no myki machines or validators at bus stops,
although this leg scores 4 points for swipe validators on every bus.



Intersection treatments: Turns are allowed across the bus lane and there is limited signal
priority. The biggest problem is the right hand turn from Hoddle into Victoria St which
currently is a hook turn. Nil points



Platform level boarding: All stops are from the kerb.

Notably, these particular bus lanes were funded by the East West Link (EWL) proposal as part of a
funded package of complementary works. The funding was not withdrawn when the EWL was
cancelled. Regrettably, a series of subsequent compromises were made that reduced the time of
operation and other features which reduced the bus lanes effectiveness.
A similar package of complementary works has not been included in the North East Link proposal.
The EES takes a narrow view that complementary works have to lie within the project area, which
has not been the past practice.
The Doncaster Busway proposal in the EES does not include any improvements to this section –
so the ITDP score would remain unchanged in the future. It would not be Bus Rapid Transit.
This would completely negate any time savings and would place a major choke on overall capacity.
Whilst the Doncaster Busway itself could handle 150 buses an hour – the arrangements in Hoddle
and Victoria St would restrict services to the capacity that can be handled in the inner section.
However, there are a number of opportunities to greatly improve the capacity (and the ITDP
rating) of the Victoria Park to CBD section for the buses coming off the Doncaster Busway:


Upgrade the bus lanes to be 24 hour dedicated and enforced bus lanes



Provide bus priority at all intersections



Construct a single lane “bus tunnel” to eliminate the right‐hand turn at Hoddle/Victoria



Reconfigure Lonsdale St as far as Elizabeth St to make it a major bus artery for the city with
six greatly improved bus stations with myki machines.



Improve the amenity of the street stops in Hoddle St and Victoria St.

Completing these improvements would mean the inner section from Victoria Park to the CBD
could manage flows of up to 100 buses per hour off the Doncaster Busway and provide acceptable
travel times. There would be only marginal impact on traffic congestion or local businesses.
To increase capacity further would require a full scale separated busway in the Hoddle St median
or(as has been done in other cities with busways) longer distance tunnelling (as used in Brisbane).
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Melbourne University and the Parkville Health Precinct
A complementary way to accommodate the high flow of buses off the Busway would be opening a
second route off the Busway to serve a wider area of the inner north. The most logical route
would be to direct 25%+ of buses along Alexandra Parade to Fitzroy, Carlton, Melbourne
University and the Parkville precinct (including the new Parkville metro station).
Currently Doncaster passengers for these destinations need to travel into the CBD and then out
again – adding to the central congestion and increasing the length of trips.
This option requires more design to enable the buses to and from Alexandra Pde to access the
Busway without competing with other traffic flows. This is possible by providing bus underpasses
at the on and off ramps. Alternatively the Alexandra Pde destined buses could use the central
Transit lanes from Chandler highway (presuming these lanes are to be retained).
With a good rail interchange, this link would also benefit Hurstbridge and South Morang
passengers heading to the University precinct. Passengers would have shorter trips.
The east‐west connection could be completed by extending these routes to the (renamed) West
Melbourne station thereby providing a direct connection to other western and northern lines.
These routes would then supplant the role currently provided by the 401 SmartBus from North
Melbourne‐Melbourne Uni (which will not disappear when the Metro opens as it links to different
lines than the train to the new North Melbourne (Arden) station.
Another option is to have some Doncaster Busway services use Wellington St to access the
Johnston St bus lanes and then into Rathdowne St and through the City to a bus Super Stop at the
Russell St extension next to Federation Square.
Victoria Park bus/ train interchange station
Victoria Park station could serve a similar interchange role to South Yarra, Richmond and North
Melbourne stations with heavy peak hour flows on and off the trains to use the bus interchange
It is critical to recognise the diversity of destinations for commuters within inner Melbourne and
the importance of connections to other routes. A major bus interchange on Hoddle St next to
Victoria Park station would enable passengers to alight and take a variety of routes to destinations
not well served by the existing buses along Lonsdale St:
•

Trains to Flinders St and Southern Cross (and connections to St Kilda Rd)

•

Johnston St buses to Fitzroy, Carlton and Melbourne University

•

Hoddle St buses to Richmond, South Yarra and Northcote

An interchange at Victoria Park is vital to enable passengers to transfer to rail and buses going to
other destinations but alone it will not solve the problem of Doncaster travellers heading for the
CBD. The trains on this section are already at peak loading and unable to accommodate large
numbers of transfers (at least until Metro 2 is built).
However, VTAG does agree with the view expressed by TFV that the Victoria Park bus stops should
be on Hoddle St and that the Busway ramps should go directly onto Hoddle St. to connect directly
with fully segregated bus lanes located on the kerbsides.
The interchange would provide a major pedestrian bridge across Hoddle St with lifts and
escalators providing direct access to both sides of Hoddle St and the train platforms. This would
require some land acquisition on both sides but the impact would be negligible. The most logical
location would be just south of the freeway where there is currently a petrol station.
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Fig 8: A bus station in Brisbane of the type suitable for Hoddle St
(spanning all lanes and connecting directly to Victoria Park train station platforms)

The idea of using the old Victoria Park goods yard (east of the station) for a major bus terminal is
flawed because there is then no easy way to get the buses onto Hoddle St. Once the busway
design is finalised, this area should be released for either additional rail stabling or development as
affordable housing.
Travel times
It is claimed on page 9‐100 that travel times for DART services along non‐freeway route segments
(that is, in the inner city and in the eastern suburbs) will improve up to 15 per cent over the ‘no
project’ scenario because the North East Link will reduce congestion on the arterial road network.
This is clearly wildly over‐optimistic. The modelling result is artificial as the degree of congestion in
the inner city won’t be reduced by the proposed widening of the Eastern Freeway, which will
increase traffic, not reduce it.
If inner city traffic is expected to reduce, the money being spent on widening the Eastern Freeway
west of Bulleen Rd would be wasted and the freeway under‐utilised. If such an improbable
outcome occurred, the inner‐city roads would rapidly fill from people shifting from other routes.
Bus travel times will only improve if they are given greater priority. This will only be achieved by
applying the basic requirements of a BRT route to the existing Hoddle/Victoria St corridor and
implementing a new second corridor along Alexandra Parade to service the Melbourne University/
Parkville precinct (and potentially replace the Route 400 shuttle to give a direct link to West
Melbourne/North Melbourne stations and the corridors serving the western suburbs.
Travel times on the Doncaster Busway along the Eastern Freeway between Doncaster Road and
Hoddle Street are predicted to be approximately 20 to 30 per cent faster by 2036 with North East
Link compared with the ‘no project’ scenario. These savings will come at significant expense and
will be wasted if nothing is done to similarly upgrade the inner‐city segment.
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8. ASSOCIATED PUBLIC TRANSPORT ISSUES
Short term bus improvements to offset construction delays
The North East Link will take up to five years to deliver and there will be significant disruptions
during its construction which will reduce traffic capacity on the Eastern Freeway and interrupt
public transport – particularly on the Hurstbridge line. The current experience with the Melbourne
Metro demonstrates these traffic disruptions need to be prepared for and carefully planned.
The construction works on the freeway are likely to significantly reduce capacity due to lane
closures and speed limits (as experienced with the Monash M1 widening). It is therefore important
that the capacity of bus services be increased to reduce the traffic pressure by providing a priority
alternative service.
An important step towards building the capacity of public transport in the corridor is to
immediately increase the frequency of services to cope with current overcrowding and absorb the
potential growth as people shift from their cars during construction.
Key opportunities include acting within the next three years to progressively:


Raise the frequency of the four DART routes to 15 buses an hour in the peak;



Review the operation of the Hoddle St/ Victoria Parade/ Lonsdale St bus lane and make
improvements to its operation to increase reliability and eliminate delays;



Add services in the shoulder peak where buses are currently running at capacity;



Upgrade the following Routes to DART standard
 305 (City to Pines via freeway at Bulleen Rd)
 309 (City to Donvale leaving the freeway at Doncaster Rd)
 303 (City to Ringwood North leaving the freeway at Middleborough Rd)

These are changes that could easily be made over the next three years to progressively improve
the DART service, relieve current overcrowding and delays whilst steadily building patronage.
The freeway project should fund some of these additional services during the construction
period, as an offset to the impact construction works will have on reducing traffic capacity.
48 tram extension to Doncaster Hill
There has been strong public support for extension of the existing 48 tram from its current
terminus at Balwyn Rd. It is just 2 km to the Doncaster Park and Ride and another 2 km to
Doncaster Hill, the Shopping Centre and bus interchange. It would also serve the new residential
development at the former Eastern Golf Club.
Extending the 48 tram would fill a gap in local access. It would provide a direct connection
between Doncaster Hill and Kew and the tram network linking to other suburbs to the south.
This needs to be an integral part of the design of the freeway interchange with Doncaster Rd.
If provision is not made now, the option will be prevented forever.
The current disadvantage of slow travel times on route 48 could be rectified with a “Route 109”
style program to give traffic light priority and traffic separation for trams. This could be achieved at
moderate expense (~$100 m) with some traffic impacts. But it would be a small part of the total
project cost and would make a big contribution to managing the total travel demand.
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It is not the answer for travel to the CBD but will boost travels options and take pressure off the
freeway, linking to the DART Bus network and the redeveloped Doncaster Park and Ride.
The transport benefits of this long‐awaited extension have not been modelled as part of the EES
but should be (along with the impacts, post‐2030 of the Suburban Rail Loop and the Metro 2
Tunnel, both of which will have a substantial impact on travel patterns).
Suburban Rail Loop
The government has indicated its top rail priority is the proposed Suburban Rail Loop which is to
be delivered over a long period, although the first stage from Cheltenham to Box Hill is flagged for
commencement of construction by 2022, not long after the North East Link.
However, the EES is almost free of references to the SRL despite it directly intersecting the project
and serving a very similar orbital transport role. The implications of the SRL for the traffic
modelling are huge and the Secretary should be required to provide further analysis.
The SRL project description estimates an annual patronage of 400,000 passengers a day which will
“take 200,000 vehicle trips off our major roads by 2051”. This is a very substantial figure and the
Secretary should be asked to reconcile it with the projected traffic volumes in the EES.
There is also a need to articulate how the Doncaster busway routes will inter‐connect with the SRL.
The locations of SRL stations are yet to be determined but notionally there is only one in the DART
catchment area, at Doncaster Hill. This may not provide a workable degree of interconnection
Implications of the Metro 2 proposal
Metro 2 is the proposed tunnel connecting the Mernda line to Newport via Fitzroy, Parkville,
Flagstaff and Southern Cross stations and serving the new development precinct at Fishermans
Bend. It is included as a future option in the 2008 Victorian Transport Plan and is part of “Stage 6”
in the current Network Development Plan. Although it is not currently government commitment, it
is very likely to be delivered by 2030 or shortly after, as the network will start failing without it.
It is therefore necessary to understand the impact that this will have on the forecast traffic
volumes on the North East Link and additional modelling should be requested examining the
scenarios, with and without Metro 2 and/or SRL.

9. FUTURE CONVERSION TO LIGHT OR HEAVY RAIL
Melburnians have long dreamed of a new heavy rail line to Doncaster. Despite several studies, the
most recent in 2012, the cost and lack of capacity in the central Melbourne rail network means a
Doncaster heavy rail line remains only a very long‐term prospect.
It is claimed in Chapter 6 of the EES that a future Doncaster Rail option would not be precluded by
North East Link and the Doncaster Busway, should the project be recommended in the future. This
lacks credibility. The choice made now will determine the future for 50 years.
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Route 100 Light Rail proposal
In 2014, VTAG developed a detailed proposal for a light rail link from Nicholson St, Carlton to the
Doncaster Shopping Centre as a higher capacity option to upgrading the DART bus service. This
proposal was presented to the East West Link Panel hearings.
Light rail is not “just a tram”. A modern light rail system can offer lower cost than a rail extension
and faster service than a bus if given a totally separated easement.
Importantly for Melbourne, a fast rail line to Doncaster would be compatible with our extensive
tram network and could provide the high capacity link for the network of local buses servicing the
north east corridor with transfer stations at Doncaster SC, Doncaster P&R and Bulleen Rd.
In 2018 the International Association of Public Transport report10 that 46 light rail projects were
completed in 40 cities around the world adding 311 kilometres of lines. Excluding the massive
developments underway in China, there were 444 kilometres of new LRT lines completed in the
last two years compared to 729 kilometres of new Metro lines.
Australia has seen new light rail services open in Perth, Gold Coast, Sydney and Canberra with all
four planning further extensions (and receiving Federal funding contributions).
Light rail systems are a significant improvement on Melbourne’s traditional trams:
1. The vehicles are longer (43 m) with up to 5 sections, and take up to 300 passengers – 4
times the standard single tram;
2. There is a fully separated running track meaning less delays due to cars and tram priority at
traffic signals;
3. They travel faster at up to 80 kph;
4. There are fewer stops – all of which are easy access “super stops”;
Compared to heavy rail, they are much cheaper, can run more frequently and much closer to
shops and residential areas. Light rail is also quieter, cope with higher gradients and tighter curves
and need a narrower easement ‐ which can be compatible with adjacent parkland.
In VTAG’s view, a light rail link extending to Doncaster Shopping Centre (sharing tracks with an
extended 48 tram) is still the best option
It could be built for around $2 billion (twice the rumoured cost of the Busway). It would have
higher long‐term capacity and provide a better service and should be seriously considered.
However, it is recognised this option is not on the table and it is not accepted that by TFV that a
higher capacity service is required.
Is the Busway convertible?
The North East Link Authority has repeatedly suggested that the Busway easement will be capable
of being upgraded in the future and used by a light rail, should the need arise. It has also said the
Busway option would not rule out the future development of a Doncaster Rail line – implying a
train could also run along the same alignment.
VTAG has considered the various arguments and is of the view that this is a false hope. That once
the Busway option proceeds it effectively permanently rules out a later conversion for the
following reasons:
10

https://www.uitp.org/sites/default/files/cck‐focus‐papers‐files/Statistics%20Brief%20‐
%20NEW%20URBAN%20RAIL%20INFRASTRUCTURE%202018.pdf
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The alignment and technical specifications for the necessary foundations for a light rail
would be significantly different for a light rail compared to a bus and unless this was
designed from the outset would be prohibitively expensive to retrofit.



The bus stations would effectively have to be rebuilt to accommodate the different
vehicles, and extensive works for the electrical supply required if the light rail uses a
catenary wire rather than batteries



The extent of the disruption that would be necessary would also be prohibitive (effectively
closing the Busway for two years after it had built up a patronage level that couldn’t
operate on the freeway)

This does not rule out some technical evolution of the recommended electric buses to more
resemble trams (e.g. longer, low floor vehicles etc.– provided the busway is built with a capability
for taking heavier and longer vehicles.
DOT should be required to provide further evidence that using the proposed alignment won’t
preclude such a future upgrade.
Is a Busway the right solution for this corridor?
The key issue is whether the ultimate demand in the Doncaster corridor is ever going to exceed
the threshold where a light rail or heavy rail service would be required.
A Metro style rail line can accommodate 25,000 passengers an hour in the peak compared to the
4,000 passengers an hour currently using freeway buses and the 8,000 projected by VTAG for the
Doncaster Busway in 2031. A light rail might cope with up to 15,000 passengers an hour. A high
standard Busway might manage 12,000 if totally separate to traffic. However, trains have a clear
edge when demand exceeds this level due to the difficulty of marshalling large numbers of buses.
The Doncaster Rail study estimated peak demand at 7,000 an hour in 2031 and concluded this was
insufficient to justify heavy rail for this corridor. This conclusion has not been properly tested in
the light of recent higher density developments and increased higher population forecasts.
As discussed above, VTAG does not accept the argument that a Busway can readily be converted
to accept light rail or rebuilt for heavy rail. Public opinion seems to be strongly of the view that a
rail‐based solution would be better future proofed.
The EES is therefore making a cross generational decision of great importance. It is vital to look
into the future and ensure the chosen option is capable of coping with the ultimate demand.
This may exceed 8,000 per peak hour and test the limits of a conventional busway.
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10. PROPOSED REVISIONS TO THE EPRs
Tellingly, transport issues come last in the list of Environmental Performance Requirements (Table
27.4) as item 17. The EPRs have been drafted in very vague and unquantified language.
The section on page 9‐100 is woefully inadequate. It proposes a very weak EPR T1 and Risk TR19.
(underlining emphasises the poor language)
A strategy would be developed with relevant public transport authorities to minimise the
potential impacts of the project on buses, trams and rail and, where practicable, enhance
public transport facilities and services that cross or run parallel to the alignment of North
East Link (EPR T1).
It is expected that adequate planning for network redundancy and advance notice of lane
or tunnel closures would reduce the potential for impacts to public transport services
during maintenance activities (risk TR19).
Attachment 4 sets out proposed changes to five EPR’s to deal with public transport related issues.
These additional requirements are:


SC2 Inclusion of public transport users in the Community Engagement Plan



SCC2 Inclusion of greenhouse gas emissions from the Doncaster Busway



T1 Design to include priority for bus services and easy access to the busway at interchanges



T1



T2 Increased bus frequencies during construction to maintain transport capacity



T3 Transport User group representation on the Transport Management Liaison Group

Provision for pedestrian access must be improved not just “maintained”

It is also proposed that Risk TR19 be rewritten.
A contingency plan is required to identify impacts of future freeway maintenance activities
on the Busway and other public transport services and the alternatives arrangements and
routes that would apply during lane or tunnel closures
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ATTACHMENT 1: BRT SCORECARD DETAILS
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ATTACHMENT 2:
BRT SCORECARD ASSESSMENT OF DONCASTER TO VICTORIA PARK
Max
Pts

Current

Future

Segregated length (km)

-

3.2

9.7

Unsegregated Length (km)
Segregated Percentage (for
future scoring)
Bus Rapid Transit Basics
Busway Alignment (Intersections)

-

7.8

1.5

-

29%

87%

8.0

0.0

8.0

Dedicated Right of Way (corridor)

8.0

1.7

7.7

Off-board fare collection

8.0

4.0

4.0

Intersection treatments

7.0

0.6

5.8

Platform-level boarding

7.0

7.0

7.0

38.0

13.3

32.5

4.0

4.0

4.0

Meets standard

3.0

2.0

2.0

Mostly Express - poor local access

3.0
2.0
2.0
3.0
2.0

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
0.0

2.0
2.0
2.0
3.0
0.0

No information available
Meets standard
Has late night and weekend services
Currently buses run with traffic for part trip
No interchange with other PT corridors

19.0

14.0

15.0

Passing lanes at stations

3.0

1.0

0.0

Minimising emissions
Stations set back from
intersections
Centre stations [isolated
stations?]
Pavement quality

3.0

1.0

1.0

Bus can currently pass using freeway
lanes
Check current bus standard

3.0

3.0

3.0

Meets standard

2.0

0.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

13.0

7.0

8.0

Distances between stations

2.0

0.0

0.0

Safe and comfortable stations

3.0

1.0

3.0

Number of doors per vehicle

3.0

0.0

1.0

Docking bays and sub-stops

1.0

1.0

1.0

Sliding doors in stations

1.0

0.0

0.0

10.0

2.0

5.0

Comments

Basic Metrics of the route

Subtotal
Service Planning
Multiple routes
Express, limited and local
services
Control Centre
Located in top-ten corridors
Hours of operations
Demand Profile
Multi Corridor Network
Subtotal

Busway Section - Victoria Park to
Doncaster Park & Ride

1.5 km at Hoddle St remain unsegregated
(contrary to claim of “fully segregated”)
MYKI not currently available at bus stops
Deduct points for Hoddle St and
Thompsons Rd
Assume DDA compliance default delivers
this

Infrastructure

Subtotal

Design appears to show Centre platform
at P&R
Meets standard

Bus Stations

Subtotal
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Lack of intermediate stations is major
issue
EES specs OK. Should include waiting
rooms/toilets
Depends on the type of bus proposed/
currently 1
Multiple bays at P&R and assumed for
others
Not included in design
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Max
Pts

Current

Future

3.0
2.0

3.0
2.0

3.0
2.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

2.0

2.0

4.0

2.0

3.0

Secure Bicycle Parking

2.0

0.0

2.0

Bicycle Lanes

2.0

1.0

2.0

Bicycle-Sharing Integration

1.0

0.0

0.0

15.0

8.0

12.0

Operational Deductions
Commercial speeds
Peak pphpd <1,000

-10.0
-5.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

Lack of enforcement of ROW

-5.0

-3.0

0.0

Gap between vehicle/platform

-5.0

0.0

0.0

Overcrowding

-5.0

-5.0

-5.0

Poor maintenance – busway

-4.0

0.0

0.0

Poor maintenance – vehicles

-2.0

-2.0

0.0

Poor maintenance – stations
Poor maintenance – technology

-2.0
-2.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

Poor maintenance – footpaths

-2.0

-2.0

0.0

Poor maintenance – bike lanes

-2.0

-2.0

0.0

Low Peak Frequency

-3.0

-3.0

-3.0

Low off-peak frequency

-2.0

-2.0

-2.0

Permitting unsafe bicycle use
Lack of traffic safety data

-2.0
-2.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

Parallel services

-6.0

0.0

0.0

Bunching

-4.0

-4.0

tbd

-63.0

-23.0

-10.0

Communications
Branding
Passenger information
Subtotal
Access and Integration
Universal access
Integration with other public
transport
Pedestrian Access and Safety

Subtotal

Subtotal

OVERALL TOTAL

100.0

26.3

67.5

BASIC

SILVER
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Comments
Meets the standard
Meets the standard

DDA compliance meets the standard
Single fare payment but poor transfer
arrangements
Poor walk up access and only one stop
EES commits to bike parking facilities.
None at P&R?

EES commits to new bike paths
Bike sharing not available outside central
Melbourne

Overall journey better than 20 kph
~4,500 pphpd peak
Currently some encroachment but not for
Busway
Meets standard
No commitment to double frequency to
reduce
Assume maintenance will meet standard
Currently poor but assume adequate in
future
Assume maintenance will meet standard
Assume maintenance will meet standard
Currently poor but assume adequate in
future
Currently poor but assume adequate in
future
Only 3 out of 11 peak services >8
buses/hour
Only 5 out of 9 off peak services >4
buses/hour
Not permitted. Meets standard
Meets the standard
Parallel services (200/207) serve local
demand
Currently bunching is a real problem.
Future unknown
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ATTACHMENT 3:
BRT SCORECARD ASSESSMENT OF CITY TO VICTORIA PARK
Max
Pts

Current

Future

Segregated length (km)

-

5.5

5.5

Unsegregated Length (km)
Segregated Percentage (for future
scoring)

-

0.0

0.0

-

100%

100%

Busway Alignment (Intersections)

8.0

0.0

Dedicated Right of Way (corridor)

8.0

6.0

Off-board fare collection

8.0

4.0

Intersection treatments

7.0

1.0

Platform-level boarding

7.0

0.0

Subtotal
Service Planning
Multiple routes
Express, limited and local services
Control Centre
Located in top-ten corridors

38.0

11.0

4.0
3.0
3.0
2.0

4.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

Hours of operations

2.0

2.0

Demand Profile

3.0

3.0

Multi Corridor Network

2.0

2.0

Subtotal
Infrastructure
Passing lanes at stations
Minimising emissions
Stations set back from intersections
Centre stations
Pavement quality
Subtotal
Bus Stations
Distances between stations
Safe and comfortable stations
Number of doors per vehicle
Docking bays and sub-stops
Sliding doors in stations
Subtotal

19.0

17.0

3.0
3.0
3.0
2.0
2.0
13.0

0.0
0.0
3.0
0.0
2.0
5.0

2.0
3.0
3.0
1.0
1.0
10.0

2.0
0.0
1.0
1.0
0.0
4.0

Comments

Basic Metrics of the route
Bus Lanes Victoria Park to
Spencer St

Bus Rapid Transit Basics

No change
0.0

No change

Meets standard
All stopping services
No information available
Meets standard
Has late night and weekend
services
High demand in central
section
No interchange with other PT
corridors

0.0
No change
0.0
No change
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Curb aligned bus lanes on a
two-way road scores nil points
Colour differentiated bus
lanes non continuous and part
time
MYKI not currently available
at bus stops
Signal priority at some
intersections
Street stops depend on bus
with retractable ramp

0.0

Meets standard
No bus stations
Meets standard
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Max
Pts

Current

3.0
2.0
5.0

3.0
2.0
5.0

Universal access

3.0

3.0

Integration with other public transport

3.0

2.0

Pedestrian Access and Safety

4.0

2.0

Secure Bicycle Parking
Bicycle Lanes
Bicycle-Sharing Integration
Subtotal
Operational Deductions
Commercial speeds
Peak pphpd <1,000
Lack of enforcement of ROW
Gap between vehicle/platform
Overcrowding
Poor maintenance – busway
Poor maintenance – vehicles
Poor maintenance – stations
Poor maintenance – technology
Poor maintenance – footpaths
Poor maintenance – bike lanes

2.0
2.0
1.0
15.0

0.0
1.0
0.0
8.0

-10.0
-5.0
-5.0
-5.0
-5.0
-4.0
-2.0
-2.0
-2.0
-2.0
-2.0

0.0
0.0
-3.0
0.0
-5.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
-2.0
-2.0

Low Peak Frequency

-3.0

0.0

Low off-peak frequency
Permitting unsafe bicycle use
Lack of traffic safety data
Parallel services
Bunching

-2.0
-2.0
-2.0
-6.0
-4.0
-63.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
-4.0
-16.0

0.0

34.0

0.0

Communications
Branding
Passenger information
Subtotal

Future

Comments
Meets the standard
Meets the standard

0.0

Access and Integration

OVERALL TOTAL

100.0

No change

Subtotal

Street stops depend on bus with
retractable ramp
Single fare payment but poor
transfer arrangements
All bus stops accesible from
pavements
Not available
Limited existing network
No bike sharing at bus stops

0.0

Combined routes give high
frequency
Check?

BASIC
but fails minimum BRT standard score as first five<20
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ATTACHMENT 4:
PROPOSED REVISED ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
There are five specific amendments proposed to the Environmental Performance
Requirements, (EPRs) as set out in Chapter 27 of the Main Report (Table 27.4). These are:
SOCIAL AND COMMUNITY SC2
Implement a Communications and Community Engagement Plan
…
The Communications and Community Engagement Plan must consider and where appropriate
address matters of interest or concern to the following stakeholders:









Municipalities
Recreation, sporting and community groups
Potentially affected residents and property owners
Potentially affected business
Public transport users
Other public facilities in proximity
Religious and worship groups
Vulnerable groups.

SUSTAINABILITY AND CLIMATE CHANGE SSC2
Minimise greenhouse gas emissions
Integrate sustainable design practices into the design process and implement these to minimise,
to the extent practicable, greenhouse gas emissions arising from construction, operation and
maintenance of North East Link and the Doncaster Busway.
TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORT T1
Optimise design performance
Optimise the design of the works in consultation with appropriate road management
authorities, public transport authorities, relevant land managers and local councils as part of
the detailed design process to:






Minimise adverse impact on travel times for all transport modes, including walking and
cycling
Provide priority for bus services and ensure easy access to the Busway at interchanges
Maintain, and where practicable, enhance the existing traffic movements at
interchanges
Design interchanges and intersections to meet relevant road and transport authority
requirements
Provide for improved pedestrian movements, bicycle connectivity, and shared use paths,
including to bus stations on the Busway
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Prior to contract close, a full operational strategy is required for the proposed Busway
with the proposed capacity targets at opening and after ten years operation.
Detailed design should ensure that the project has positive impacts on other bus, tram
and rail services that cross or run parallel to the alignment of North East Link.
Minimise loss of car parking in consultation with relevant local councils.

TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORT T2
Transport Management Plan(s) (TMP)
Prior to commencement of relevant works, develop and implement Transport Management
Plan(s) (TMP) to minimise disruption to affected local land uses, traffic, car parking, public
transport (rail, tram and bus), pedestrian and bicycle movements and existing public facilities
during all stages of construction. The TMP must be informed and supported by an appropriate
level of transport modelling and must include:













Requirements for maintaining transport capacity in the peak periods including increased
bus frequencies on all existing routes.
Minimise any disruption to public transport services during construction and where
unavoidable provide replacement alternatives.
Requirements for limiting the amount of construction haulage during the peak periods
A monitoring program to assess the effectiveness of the TMPs on all modes of transport
Where monitoring identifies adverse impacts, practicable mitigation measures
Consideration of construction activities for other relevant major projects occurring
concurrently with construction activities for North East Link and potentially impacting
modes of transport in the same area
Potential routes for construction haulage and construction vehicles travelling to and
from the project construction site, recognising sensitive receptors and avoiding the use
of local streets where practicable
Suitable measures, developed in consultation with emergency services, to ensure
emergency service access is not inhibited as a result of project construction activities
Provision of alternative parking where practicable to replace public and commuter
parking lost as a result of project construction activities
Requirements to minimise impacts on local streets, community and commercial facilities
by providing parking for construction workers at construction compounds where
practicable
Measures to ensure connectivity and safety for all transport network users during
construction
Consultation with VicRoads and relevant transportation authorities. A TMP may be split
into precincts where appropriate but must consider other precinct TMPs through the
Transport Management Liaison Group as per EPR T3. TMPs must be submitted to the
relevant authority for approval.
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TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORT T3
Transport Management Liaison Group
A Transport Management Liaison Group (TMLG) must be established and convene prior to the
commencement of any works that may impact on existing roads, paths or public transport
infrastructure. The TMLG must include representatives from the State, VicRoads, emergency
services, the project, any affected public transport agency or provider, transport user groups
and any affected local councils.
The TMLG will be a forum for exchange of information and discussion of issues associated with
Transport Management Plans. This must include review of proposed haulage routes for
construction sites south of the northern tunnel portal to minimise reliance on a single haulage
route between Bell Street and the M80 Ring Road and facilitate different sites using different
haulage routes.
The TMLG must be provided with the Transport Management Plans, details as to timing of
implementation, information about construction traffic monitoring conducted by the project,
and other reports as relevant.
The TMLG must meet at least monthly until the completion of construction.
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